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2015 SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL MODEL RAILWAY CONVENTION 

As intimated in the previous North Star Chronicles it was agreed at the 16th 

Convention in PE that the next National Model Railway Convention will be held in 

two years time, either in June or July and will be hosted jointly by Durban and 

Pietermaritzburg model railroaders. The first meeting of an organizing committee will 

be held soon. In the meantime the convention website is in course of construction – 

(www.samrc2015.steamtrains.co.za) 

 

ASSOCIATION OF 16MM NARROW GAUGE MODELLERS 

There are 2 pre-eminent associations/societies which large scale railway modellers 

(as against model engineers) can join namely the Association of 16mm Narrow 

Gauge Modellers and the Gauge 1 Society. A later edition of the North Star 

Chronicles will deal with the latter but because the annual show of the former was 

held recently, this edition will largely be devoted to the 16mm Association. Much of 

the information is drawn from the Association’s website/publications which I 

gratefully acknowledge.  

Brief History of 16mm Modelling 

There are two main ‘Garden’ Gauges - 32mm and 45mm (in the case of the 
former,16mm to the foot is the scale, 32mm is the track gauge). Both have a long 
history stretching back nearly 100 years and various energy sources were used to 
power the early locomotives, mainly clockwork and steam with electricity coming in 
later. Early steam powered locos were relatively primitive affairs which often had only 
two speeds - stop and GO, the latter if the fire was not blown out as was frequently 
the case in the garden. However, many of the generation which grew up in the UK 
between the two World Wars will remember fondly their Bassett Lowke and Bowman 
steam engines.  

http://www.samrc2015.steamtrains.co.za/
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The after effects of the First World War and the Great Depression and then the 
Second World War and its consequences resulted in a swing towards 
smaller gauges – so called table top railways. Nevertheless a small number of 

people kept the live steam flame alive (excuse the pun). It was not until the sixties 

that the following reached ‘critical mass’. An influential factor in this was the 

availability, commencing in 1968, of meths fueled steam locos from Stewart Browne. 

’Rheidol’ a 2-4-0 tank was a meths fuelled,  internally fired, single cylinder, loco 

which would readily steam out of doors, was reasonably priced and was noted for 

fast  running! Subsequently, under the ‘Archangel’ brand, Stuart Browne produced 

what was effectively the world’s first well built, affordably priced pot boiler which 

would steam in a gale. The loco concerned was named “Brick” modelled on an early 

Bagnall (no 210 of 1879) 0-4-0 loco of the same name 

Archangel ‘Brick’ photo courtesy Marc Horovitz – Sidestreet Banner Works 

http://sidestreet.info/locos/loco110.html  

 
 

Illustration of ‘Brick” in ‘Engineering’ of 1879 

 

http://sidestreet.info/locos/loco110.html
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In August 1973 the Railway Modeller printed an article by Jack Wheldon, entitled 

'Raising the Pressure' on the subject of modelling in 16mm. It lifted the profile of the 

hobby to new heights and filled the order books of Stewart Browne (Archangel)!  

Not long afterwards and following the placing of an advertisement in the national 

press and a preliminary meeting with 36 people in attendance had been held, in 

early 1977 the 16MM Association was formed. From these early small beginnings 

the Association now has a world-wide membership of over 4000 people (the Gauge I 

membership is over 2200).  

Following the establishment of a commercial market in 16mm live steam, other 

manufacturers commenced production. Some prospered, others disappeared. Merlin 

Locos established by Tom Cooper was the first to offer gas firing as standard and 

pioneered radio control.  

Two enduring and influential companies still in production today are Roundhouse 

and Mamod. The latter has had its ups and downs but by offering a low cost, meths 

fueled, low technology (soft soldered, low pressure boilers) entry, attracted large 

numbers of people to the hobby. Unfortunately the original Mamod locos were poor 

runners, certainly by today’s standards but this encouraged the establishment of 

numerous suppliers based on cottage industries to offer replacement parts which 

enhanced their performance.  

Roundhouse appeared early in the 1980s with a small range of more robust but also 

meths fueled locos. This company soon became the leading supplier. The boilers 

were silver soldered and thus operated at higher pressures. A conversion to gas 

firing further enhanced their attraction.  

Today the Association of 16mm Modellers is a vibrant body with a growing 

membership. While the majority of members use steam as their motive power with 

gas as the preferred energy source (but with coal firing gaining in popularity), many 

members use other forms of traction, primarily battery power.  

The participants are well served by the trade. New products appear regularly and 

technological improvements continue to emerge. The introduction of the 2.4mgz 

spectrum has solved the “glitching” problem from which early radio controlled locos 

suffered. Radiant burners enhance thermal efficiency. There is a wide range of 

reasonably prototypically correct locos and rolling stock available much of the latter 

in kit form. 

At the top end of the market Tolhurst Model Engineers (refer photos on next page), 

FineScale Engineers, DJB Engineering, Wrightscale and Peter Angus (page 5 

below) offer limited quantities of custom built locos of high quality.  

In the last few years Accucraft UK has started supplying South African prototype 

locos. The first was a Garratt, NGG16 followed by a NG15 (Kalahari). These are big 

locos of a striking appearance, (refer the photo of the Garratt at the top of this 

newsletter). The Garratt as one would expect is extremely powerful and yet a docile 

easily controlled loco (albeit you need a plentiful supply of gas as its two burners 

consume large quantities thereof).  

Those interested in seeing an Accucraft  NG15 in steam should refer to the following 

YouTube website: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsnhMBBgwVw  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FsnhMBBgwVw
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:  

Chris and Sandra 

Tolhurst’s Model of 

Welshpool and Llanfair 

‘Earl’ – apart from the 

magnificent valve gear 

not a lot from the 

side……………. 

But look at the cab. 

Perfect replication 

in miniature, even 

down to the oil can 

and the sanders! 

Two NG15s on Rob 

Griffith’s UK Layout 

February 2011. Photo 

Chris Webster. The 

loco on the left is a 

John Campbell built 

coal fired NG15 of 

about 11 years ago. 

The one on the right 

is the Accucraft gas 

fired version 

released in 2011. 
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Those seeking more information and videos of trains running at the 2013 16mm 

Narrow Gauge Railway Show should refer to the Association’s website namely: 

http://www.16mm.org.uk/ 

 

16mm Association Narrow Gauge Railway Show 27th April 2013 

The show was held at the Peterborough Arena which is located about an hour and a 

half north of London, close to the A1. The facilities are excellent with plenty of 

parking, a restaurant and a cavernous, multipurpose (sport, entertainment, 

weddings) exhibition hall. The annual show is generally considered as the event of 

the larger scale railway modeling year. It is extremely well supported by the trade 

(nearly 100 traders) and there were 12 portable 16mm and 1 gauge layouts on 

display. In addition there is a model of the year (MOTY) competition, a member to 

member sales counter, a heritage display and modeling clinics. Finally, two 12’’ to 

the foot locos were on display “Chaloner” and “Mountaineer”. 

De Winton vertical boiler ‘Chaloner’      WDLR Alco “Mountaineer” no 57156 of 

built 1877 in Caernarfon                          1916 owned by Festiniog Railway                                                                                                              

   
The photo of “Mountaineer” gives some idea of the size of the Peterborough Arena 

main hall. “Chaloner” was displayed in the entrance hall/atrium. 

 

 

Peter Angus Avonside 

Heisler ‘Renishaw no 4’ 

photographed on the 

builder’s (Mike Lax) 

garden layout in 

Newcastle UK 
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Lots of Goodies for Sale……. 

Loco – Boxes                                             Squires Tools  

   
7¼” Pity it won’t fit in my hand luggage!     Trenarren Models – scenic details   

    
DJB Model Engineering Locos and Kits  

    

Timpdon Electronics 
Steam is the primary motive power of 
16mm modellers but electric locos often 
radio controlled are also popular. 
Technological advances are resulting in 
some stunning sound effects becoming 
available – to be featured in a later 
North Star Chronicles. 
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Yaton Model Engineering laser cut Leek     MM Bridges (already one in SA in  

and Manifold Railway Wooden Kits              Assegay KZN) 

        
Cain Howley Structures                           Flexiscale 3D Dinworic Slate Wagon Kit  

        
Those who are not familiar with the relatively new technology of 3D printing can 

either consult Wikipedia or there is an introductory article in the November 2012 

edition of the Durban Society of Engineers newsletter – the Workbench 

(www.dsme.co.za)  

Slate wagon kits from Cooper-Craft, (styrene) cost £10.50 - extra for metal wheels); 

Slaters etched brass cost £30 each; Binnie Engineering polyurethane/ABS cost £9.  

The 3D printed kits while they are the easiest to assemble cost £30. As time passes 

and the technology becomes more economic it is likely an increasing range of 3D 

items will become available in our hobby. 

The Heritage Collection                            ‘Topsy’ – 1869. Oldest live steam  

                                                                     garden loco in the world? 

   

http://www.dsme.co.za/
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Finally the Layouts (photos taken early to avoid crowds) 

The very small Flagg Fluorspar and the only slightly larger Chalkwood            

        
Fen End Pit (fully operational – Lenz DCC with Gold decoders) including 

dragline but is that the dreaded 0-5-0 in the right hand photo? Wasn’t me! 

      
Dixon Green/Saed-y-Parc (folded dogbone)      Anglia Roads Gauge 1 

      
Nant Mawr Light Railway - Dingle Branch and Aberglaslyn Pass 

          


